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Xvoucher Learning Exchange is the centralized hub that allows 

sponsors — certification bodies, associations or other types of 
organizations — to brand, sell, track and manage certifications, training 

and learning credits. 
 

Sponsors have complete control over their training and certification programs 

with visibility into product sales and use, all the way down to the end user.   

 

Creating branded bundles within the platform — easily managed and priced at 

the reseller level — extends sales across multiple channels while helping  maintain 

quality standards. 
 

With the ability to measure and track consumption, Sponsors can identify 

potential areas for growth and reduce fraud. 
 

Xvoucher provides a multitude of features to enable organizations to 
manage training and certification components. 

 
 

Countless Options. One Platform. 
Drive Growth with Scalable B2B Solution  

Unparalleled. Simple. Flexible. Seamless 

Overview 
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A comprehensive platform that leverages versatility, management and 
visibility to control your learning ecosystem.  

Feature Benefits 

Channel Control  
> Manage your products and pricing while expanding your   

reseller channel 
> Define business rules for your learning products 

Brand Management 
> Establish certification bundles with usage prerequisites and 

other controls 
> Manage product branding and templates  

Product Tracking 
> Measure and track product group sales and consumption 
> Identify and reduce fraud  

Revenue Reporting 
> Report revenue at item level while selling at bundle level  
> Categorize revenue multiple ways including Channel 

partner, territory, department and region  

Seamless Integration 
> Streamlined environment where software, internal systems 

and supplier content are accessed via one centralized hub 
> Add unlimited suppliers to create countless Channel options 

Learning Credits 
> Create and manage your own currency  
> Increase revenue by offering prepaid learning products and 

training 

Multi-Org Reporting 
> Gain visibility into complete product history across your 

channel and customers down to end user 
> Monitor Channel sales and distribution  

 

Countless Options. One Platform 

Company Statement 

Xvoucher is an unparalleled, robust learning exchange platform providing a secure, centralized 
hub for professional development and certification. Initially established as a consulting 
organization in 2003, our partners and customers include Microsoft, Facebook, HP, CompTIA, 
Pearson, Global Knowledge and the Department of Defense. Over 500,000 candidates in 143 
countries used the Xvoucher platform in 2018. 

Features & Benefits 
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